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1. Introduction

Cleaning of the deposits on tube-sheet of the KORI Nuclear Power Plant Unit 2 steam generators started on August 28 and ended on September 28, 2012. Total 428 kg of sludge was removed during the deposit removal operation. Annulus, tube-lane, and in-bundle area of the steam generators were searched for possible foreign objects. No new foreign objects were found. Two foreign objects which were found during previous outage were impossible to remove. Mock-up training before the operation was helpful to finish the service as scheduled.

2. Scope of the Service

The scope of the lancing and FOSAR service includes the followings:
- Inspection of the lancing equipment.
- Bringing the equipment in the containment vessel and install it.
- Removal of sludge deposit on the tube-sheets.
- Withdrawal of the equipment and clean the area around the steam generator.
- Check spare parts and make a list for procurement for the next operation.

3. Lancing and FOSAR

3.1 LANCING

Lancing equipment, which is called FOLAS-I, is consisted of the lance robot, the rail assembly, and the take-up assembly as shown in Figure 1. The lance robot has two DC servo motors for locomotion and rotation. Locomotion motor drives pinion gear which rotates on rack gear on the rail assembly.

Eight barrel spray nozzles spout water with 200 bars on each side of hot and cold leg simultaneously. A DC motor with encoder was used to control tilting movement of the nozzles.

A rigid lance spouts water of about 1,000 bars for hardened sludge removal. The length of the rigid lance is fixed, therefore it could not move deep into the tube bundle.

Hard sludge removal efficiency of the rigid lance is very limited. Pressurized water jet of 1,000 bars has bigger momentum compared to that of barrel spray water jet. Experimental results showed us that water jet of higher pressure tends to diverge even though the pressure and momentum is big. When water leaves the high pressure nozzle, the water quickly changes into spray. When the water stream moves about 200 mm from the nozzle, most of water becomes spray of small droplet. Therefore, it quickly loses momentum because of the resistance of surrounding air.

The hand-hole mount fixes the rail to the flange of the hand-hole. Total 6 bolts were used to fix the mount plate the flange.

The control system of the lancing equipment is composed of an industrial computer, a digital video recorder, and two motion controllers for four DC motors.

A camera is attached to the front region of the cylindrical part of the robot is used to align the barrel spray nozzles with the tube gap. Correct arrangement is very important for acquiring barrel spray efficiency.
When it is badly aligned, water spray could not clean sludge deposits between the tubes.

Another camera is attached to the rear part of the robot. This camera shows images of cylindrical parts of the robot. Using the image, operators could check whether the barrel spray nozzles swing as it is commanded.

Figure 2 shows the weight of sludge removed during the outage. Net sludge weight from SG ‘A’, ‘B’, and ‘C’ is 177 kg, 134 kg, and 117 kg respectively. Bag and cartridge filters used for SG ‘A’, ‘B’, and ‘C’ is (53, 414), (75, 243), and (61, 171) respectively.

Figure 2. Filters Used and Weight of Sludge Removed

Figure 3 shows the lancing equipment used for each outage of Kori Nuclear Power Plant Unit 3. Jet Cleaner was used for outage number 1 and 2. Booy Clean was used for outage number from 3 to 9. Cecil unit 1 was used for outage number from 10 to 20. Folas-1 was used for outage number 21.

The amount of sludge when the steam generator was new was very little. Only 1.98 kg and 3.62 kg of sludge was removed during outage number 1 and 2. However, the amount of sludge at outage number 20 and 21 is 103.35 kg and 428 kg respectively. It shows us that as the operation time of the steam generators increases, sludge deposit also increases.

FOSAR (Foreign Object Search and Retrieval) activities were made for the annulus, the no tube lane, and the in-bundle area of steam generators ‘A’, ‘B’, and ‘C’. No foreign object was found during the search procedure.

Two foreign objects which were found in the previous outage remained at the same location. The size of the two objects was 13 mm x 11 mm x 3 mm, and 10 mm x 7.4 mm x 1 mm respectively. Both were assumed to be metal objects. Its locations are column number 15/16 with row number 1, and column number 70/71 with row number 44 as shown in Figure 4. It was impossible to retrieve the two objects because they were firmly fixed to the steam generator.
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